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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING SIGNED BETWEEN VANUATU AQUATICS 

FEDERATION & VANUATU PARALYMPIC COMMITTEE 

 

A Memorandum of Understanding? An MOU? What’s that you might be asking. Basically it’s an 

agreement between groups to define what each organization is trying to achieve and how a strategic 

partnership between them can help to reach their activity targets faster, hopefully more efficiently 

and effectively. An MOU is often developed between groups with a common outlook and similar 

long term goals. 

 

The Vanuatu Aquatics Federation and the Vanuatu Paralympic Committee certainly share similar 

characteristics. Both seek to support access to healthy lifestyles and sporting opportunities at a 

participatory and elite levels. Both are establishing new programs in Vanuatu and looking for ways 

to increase numbers of people involved. Now, with the MOU signed the Vanuatu Aquatics 

Federation will actively seek to support programs for people living with a disability. 

 

“It’s a ‘no brainer’ to sign an MOU with Vanuatu Aquatics Federation. It’s a well-managed, 

properly registered Federation with a young energetic and committed Board. They’re offering great 

swimming lesson sessions to the general public, some of which are run through Wan Smol Bag. 

Wan Smol Bag has the Rainbow Theatre Group already established to improve access to 

opportunities of all sorts for people living with a disability. So when we approached them about 

para-swimming lessons, it was a logical step,” explained Margaret Macfarlane, President of the 

Vanuatu Paralympic Committee. 

 

Ivan Oswald Committee Member of the VAF explained, “People living with an impairment need to 

come to Wan Smol Bag on a Monday morning and join up to the Rainbow Group. Its only 100 

vatu. We teach them water safety – on dry land – before we get into the water and learn to swim.” 

 

“Interest is so high, we are going to expand the Monday sessions to Friday as well,” said Frank. 

 

“This is a real win-win. Once the 100 vatu is paid, the para swimmers not only have access to 

swimming lessons, they can come to Wan Smol Bag and join in with lessons on sewing, reading, 

computers, pottery, cooking healthy food. Bring your child out of the dark corners of your house 

and let them try!” exhorted Harry Attison in a recent interview marking the signing of the MOU. 

 

Frank Vira, Swimming Coach for Vanuatu Aquatics, commented, “At first I was worried that we 

did not have the skills to teach people with a disability to swim. But it was easy. As one participant 

said, ‘In the water, I am equal.’ I just forgot they had an impairment and taught them the same way 

– just like everyone else.”  
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Caption: On Mele Beach with Vanuatu Aquatics Federation for Para Swimming Lessons! 


